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1 The value of the fund at the

beginning of the fiscal year,
e.g., 7/1/2017.

Your guide to
Berkeley’s Endowment 2017–18

2 Gifts deposited into the

fund during the fiscal year;
gifts include corporate
matching gifts.

HOW TO READ YOUR ENDOWMENT REPORT

3 The philanthropic allocation

on gifts deposited to the
fund, and/or bank fees from
credit card transactions and
wire transfers.
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during the fiscal year
through one of the campus’s
matching programs.

The Oski and Oskina Bear
Graduate Student Support Fund

5 The result of market

performance during the
fiscal year.

Below is your Endowment Fund Activity Report for the period July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018.
Assets of this endowment, which was established on February 22, 1996, are held and invested by
the UC Berkeley Foundation.
CHANGE IN MARKET VALUE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Market Value at July 1, 2017
Gifts Received
Philanthropic Allocation and Bank Fees
Matching Funds
Total Return
Fund Distribution (August 2017)
Other Transfers
Market Value at June 30, 2018

9

Fund Distribution (August 2018)

10

Graduate Fellowships Matching Program Payout Augmentation

$1,335,250.64
$45,320.92
($1,181.77)
$0.00
($44,863.06)
($48,954.91)
$0.00
$1,285,572.42
($50,709.07)
$25,321.04

5-YEAR HISTORY OF FUND DISTRIBUTION AND MARKET VALUE

$18.3

11

$18.2

FUND DISTRIBUTION
(dollars
8.0 in thousands)
8

$1

$17.

12
$17.3
$511.2

$569.5

$650.1

extraordinary distributions
7 Any

from or additions to the fund.

8 The final value of the fund

at the end of the fiscal year,
e.g., 6/30/18.

9 The amount transferred from

the endowed fund to the area
of campus benefitting from the
fund in the fiscal year following
the one the report covers.
report, it is the additional
funding provided by the
Graduate Fellowships
Matching Program.

$667.9

2015–16

2016–17

$1,285.5

2014–15

$1,335.2

$1,207.5

2017–18

2013–14

$1,336.5

$1,108.0

2016–17

the endowed fund to the area
of campus benefitting from
the fund in the fiscal year the
report covers.

11 The fund distribution amount

$48.9

2015–16

$46.5

$43.4

$42.9

$40.7
2014–15

6 The amount transferred from

10 If this figure appears in your
MARKET VALUE AT JUNE 30
(dollars in thousands)

UCBF

2013–14

matching gifts received
4 Any


2017–18

MAILHOUSE #

See glossary on back for more details

produced by the fund for
each of the last five years.

12 The final value of the fund for

each of the last five years.

GLOSSARY

The market value represents the actual worth of the endowment fund invested in the general
endowment pool (GEP) as of the specified date. The GEP is a diversified investment portfolio.
A small number of endowment funds are not invested in the GEP. Further, for a small number of
funds the value at July 1, 2017, will not match the previously reported value at June 30, 2017, due
to post-closing adjustments.

Gifts received reflect the sum of all gifts received into the fund during the fiscal year (July 1
to June 30). For stock gifts, the value reflects net proceeds from the sale of securities. Timing
differences may exist between when charitable contributions are recorded by the campus and
when they are actually credited to the specific endowed fund. This line may also reflect the
transfer between funds of previously recorded gifts, as well as corporate matching funds.
The philanthropic allocation is assessed at the time the gift is made and is available to the
unit that benefits from the fund to support its ongoing fundraising efforts. Bank fees include
credit card transaction and wire transfer fees.

Matching funds reflect allocations to an endowed fund from other sources and fulfill the terms
of specific fundraising programs involving challenge gift matches, including the Chancellor’s
Challenge for Student Support, the Hewlett Challenge, the William and Grace Ford Scholarship
Match, the Ruth Johnson Scholarship Match, the Raymond H. Berner Scholarship Match, the
BEAR Grads Match, and Big Give. Corporate matching funds are included in gifts received.

Total return reflects market performance during the fiscal year including actual gains/(losses)
resulting from the liquidation of positions in the GEP as well as income received. Income
consists of interest and dividends earned during the period the funds were invested in the GEP
or held in a short-term investment pool pending investment in the GEP. For funds invested by
the UC Berkeley Foundation, this amount is net of an endowment cost recovery fee.

Fund distribution (August 2017) is the amount distributed in the fiscal year covered by this
report from the fund to the expenditure account for use by the benefitting unit. For funds
invested by the UC Regents, this amount is net of an endowment cost recovery fee.

Other transfers reflect extraordinary distributions from or additions to the fund.
Fund distribution (August 2018) is the amount distributed in the fiscal year following
the period covered by this report from the fund to the expenditure account for use by the
benefitting unit. This figure is provided for informational purposes, and while it does reflect the
actual August 2018 distribution, it is subject to change if further distributions are made or if funds
are reinvested during the 2018–19 fiscal year.
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If Graduate Fellowships Matching Program Payout Augmentation (August 2018) appears
in your fund report, it refers to the amount of additional payout funding supplemented by the
Graduate Fellowships Matching Program.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. Who manages Berkeley’s
endowment investments?

to recover the cost of administering the endowment.

The endowment is divided between the UC Berkeley

points and is taken from investment returns, while the

Foundation and the UC Regents. The Berkeley

Regents endowment cost recovery is 55 basis points

Endowment Management Company manages the

and is taken from distributions.

The Foundation endowment cost recovery is 80 basis

portion of the endowment invested through the
Foundation; funds under the purview of the Regents
are managed by the Office of the Chief Investment

5. How is the endowment distribution
amount determined?

Officer of the Regents.

The spending policies of the UC Berkeley Foundation
and UC Regents determine the amount paid out in a

2. I made a gift that qualified for matching
funds. Will it appear on my report?

given year. Rather than being directly applied to each

Gifts that qualify for a campus matching program, as

Foundation and the UC Regents are used to calculate

well as Big Give contest funds, are generally matched

the aggregate payout amount for each of the two

within the fiscal year. If you created a fund that is

pools. This amount is based on a historical rolling-

participating in the Graduate Fellowships Matching

average market value of the pools, as of March 31 for

Program, you will see a reduced payout and faster

the Foundation and December 31 for the UC Regents.

endowment growth during partial payout reinvestment.

The aggregate payout for each pool is then allocated

individual fund, the annually set payout rates for the

to each fund based on the proportion of the pool the

3. When will a gift of endowment start to
provide funding?

fund represents and the portion of the year in which

Depending on when in the fiscal year a gift is made

involves both historical averages (of the pool) and

to establish an endowed fund, it may take from six to

the current valuations (of each fund), and as a result

17 months for initial funding (payout) to be distributed

the fund distribution rate for individual funds is lower

to the area of campus benefiting from the fund.

than the declared payout rate when the endowment

Subsequent distributions will be made annually

is growing.

the fund was invested in the pool. The calculation

each August.

4. Are endowments subject to any fees?
Berkeley uses a portion of each gift to support
fundraising and engagement efforts. The university
depends on this portion, the philanthropic allocation,
to support its growing investment in fundraising. This
has minimal impact on investment earnings, future
growth of the principal, and distributions. In addition,
an endowment cost-recovery fee is deducted annually

6. How do I make additional contributions
to my fund or find out more about the impact
it is having?
To find out how your fund is benefitting the university,
please speak with your development contact on
campus. You can make a gift by contacting Gift
Services at gifthelp@berkeley.edu or 510.643.9789
and inquire about your fund by contacting Fund
Management at endowmentreport@berkeley.edu
or 510.664.4997.

Berkeley’s Endowment Impact 2017–18
This year we have been celebrating UC Berkeley’s sesquicentennial
— 150 years of extraordinary learning, discovery, and service both
on campus and beyond. Critical to our mission of public education
and innovative research is a robust endowment, which enables the
university to continue building and sustaining a rich environment
for enlightenment across disciplines. The work being done by
Berkeley’s remarkable faculty and students is illuminating our
collective understanding of fundamental issues around the world.
In the following pages you’ll read stories that demonstrate the
valuable impact of the endowment — by providing essential support
for undergraduate students, graduate students, and researchers.

This was a year of consistent growth and stability for the endowment investments.
For 2017–18, the annual returns for the UC Berkeley Foundation and the UC Regents
pools were 8.4% and 8.9%, respectively. The combined value of the endowment at
June 30, 2018, was $4.6 billion. Should you have any quesions about this report, please
contact endowmentreport@berkeley.edu or 510.664.4997.

PROFESSOR JOHN HUELSENBECK

Endowed chairs at UC Berkeley are powerful
assets that attract top faculty in emerging fields.
Computational biologist JOHN HUELSENBECK
is advancing our understanding of evolution
with the considerable help of the McCREIGHT
CHANCELLOR’S CHAIR IN COMPUTATIONAL
BIOLOGY.
Evolutionary biology is founded on the idea that all
species are related through a history of descent.
The branching order on a phylogenic tree showing
all extant species — the Tree of Life — shows exactly
how the various species are related. Huelsenbeck
develops the theory and methods to estimate this
history using DNA sequences. Phylogenies have
also become an indispensable tool in epidemiology,
where they’ve been used to determine the origin of
such infectious diseases as HIV and SARS.
“The McCreight Chancellor’s Chair has helped
advance my work in several ways,” says
Huelsenbeck. “For one, it’s provided needed
support for graduate students in my laboratory. And,
as you might expect, the problem of estimating
phylogenies is a computationally taxing task. We’ve
been able to purchase several of the latest and
greatest computers for use in the lab to perform
phylogenetic analyses.”
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DEREK MORIMOTO ’21

MARINA VILLAS BOAS DIAS ’24

DEREK MORIMOTO first visited UC Berkeley

During her senior year in college, while working as

during Envision’s Youth Leadership Summer

an intern in the research department of the Central

Program for engineering and quickly realized that

Bank of Brazil, economics Ph.D. student MARINA

this was where he could pursue an undergraduate

VILLAS BOAS DIAS observed how essential

degree in environmental engineering, with a

academic research is to solving real-world problems.

possible simultaneous degree in marine science.

She switched her plans to pursuing a research

Berkeley was the perfect choice because of its rich

career, and attending a high-caliber graduate school

spectrum of courses across disciplines.

like Berkeley became her dream.

Derek is deeply grateful for the support

“When it came time to decide, I was very tempted to

he receives through the THE LEE FAMILY

go to another school with a more generous support

SCHOLARSHIP. “Without this funding, my

package and a lower cost of living,” she remembers.

financial situation would be a lot tougher,” he says.

“But when I visited Berkeley’s economics

“I feel so fortunate to be able to attend such a

department, I was reminded why it was my dream

great university — Berkeley has introduced me to

school in the first place.” Thanks to the financial

a variety of disciplines, which are preparing me

support she receives from the STRANDBERG

for a career in the environmental sciences.”

FAMILY FELLOWSHIP FUND, what was once an

After graduation, Derek hopes to attend Berkeley’s

abstract idea has turned into a concrete reality.

biology and geomorphology course at the Gump

Marina’s key interests are in labor economics and

Station in Moorea and perform his own research

political economy with a focus on developing

on organisms in French Polynesia. Beyond that, he

countries, particularly Brazil. She is currently working

plans to continue working with the environment,

on a paper about how informing voters about

building technology that remediates the harmful

the quality of public schools affects the electoral

effects people have made on ocean ecosystems.

outcomes of incumbent mayors. Beyond graduate
school, she hopes to remain in academia.

The light our endowment casts across every
school, college, and program inspires Berkeley’s
scholars to seek and share knowledge.
ENDOWMENT BY PURPOSE

34%

Student Support

23%

Academic Support

22%

Faculty Support

10%

Research

3%

Cultural Programs

3%

Library

3%

Athletics

1%

Other

ENDOWMENT BY AREA

52%

Schools and Colleges

18%

Student Programs

9%

Research Programs

9%

Chancellor’s Office

4%

Intercollegiate Athletics

4%

University Library

3%

Administration

G13089B

Note: Values do not sum to 100% due to rounding.
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The Oski and Oskina Bear Graduate Student
Support Fund

The Oski and Oskina Bear Graduate Student
Support Fund

Below is your Endowment Fund Activity Report for the period July 1, 2017
2016,through
throughJune
June30,
30,2018.
2017.

Below is your Endowment Fund Activity Report for the period July 1, 2017
2016,through
throughJune
June30,
30,2018.
2017.

Assets of this endowment, which was established on March 13,
1, 1987,
1996,are
areheld
heldand
andinvested
investedbybythe
the
UC Berkeley
Regents. Foundation.

Assets of this endowment, which was established on July
March
27,1,2010,
1987, are held and invested by the
UC Berkeley
Regents. Foundation.

CHANGE IN MARKET VALUE

CHANGE IN MARKET VALUE

Market Value at July 1, 2016
2017
Gifts Received
Philanthropic Allocation and Bank Fees
Matching Funds
Total Return
Fund Distribution (August 2016)
2017)
Other Transfers
Market Value at June 30, 2017
2018

Market Value at July 1, 2016
2017
Gifts Received
Philanthropic Allocation and Bank Fees
Matching Funds
Total Return
Fund Distribution (August 2016)
2017)
Other Transfers
Market Value at June 30, 2017
2018

$1,730,652.55
$438,953.53
$363,679.52
$0.00
($18,183.98)
$0.00
$0.00
$118,286.46
$76,248.65
($66,012.49)
($16,181.30)
$0.00
$1,782,926.52
$844,516.42

Fund Distribution (August 2017)
2018)

$438,953.53
$540,872.13
$363,679.52
$0.00
($18,183.98)
$0.00
$0.00
$76,248.65
$37,194.98
($15,850.00)
($16,181.30)
$0.00
$844,516.42
$562,217.11

Fund Distribution (August 2017)
2018)

($65,150.22)
($21,790.90)

($21,790.90)
$0.00

Graduate Fellowships Matching Program Payout Augmentation

5-YEAR HISTORY OF FUND DISTRIBUTION AND MARKET VALUE
DISTRIBUTION
FUNDDISTRIBUTION
FUND
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

$16,800.00

5-YEAR HISTORY OF FUND DISTRIBUTION AND MARKET VALUE
DISTRIBUTION
FUNDDISTRIBUTION
FUND
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

$14.4
$61.7

$15.2
$63.9

$15.4
$65.7

$16.2
$66.0

$405.1
$1,740.3

$457.2
$1,732.0

$472.6
$1,609.5

$439.0
$1,730.7

$844.5
$1,782.9

$14.1
$5.6

$15.4
$14.4

$15.9
$15.2

$14.8
$15.4

$15.8
$16.2

$530.5
$405.1

$531.4
$457.2

$497.5
$472.6

$540.9
$439.0

$562.2
$844.5

MARKETVALUE
VALUEAT
ATJUNE
JUNE30
30
MARKET
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

$5.6
$86.1

MARKETVALUE
VALUEAT
ATJUNE
JUNE30
30
MARKET
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

1 - 9999999001
1 - 5873 - 1

16 - 9999999916
60 - 949325
- 1-
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The Oski and Oskina Bear Chair in Mathematics

The Oski and Oskina Bear Chair in Mathematics

Below is your Endowment Fund Activity Report for the period July 1, 2017
2016,through
throughJune
June30,
30,2018.
2017.

Below is your Endowment Fund Activity Report for the period July 1, 2017
2016,through
throughJune
June30,
30,2018.
2017.

Assets of this endowment, which was established on March
February
13, 14,
1996,
2005,
are are
heldheld
andand
invested
invested
by the
by the
UC Berkeley Foundation.

Assets of this endowment, which was established on July
February
27, 2010,
14, 2005,
are held
are and
heldinvested
and invested
by theby the
UC Berkeley Foundation.

CHANGE IN MARKET VALUE

CHANGE IN MARKET VALUE

Market Value at July 1, 2016
2017
Gifts Received
Philanthropic Allocation and Bank Fees
Matching Funds
Total Return
Fund Distribution (August 2016)
2017)
Other Transfers
Market Value at June 30, 2017
2018

$1,730,652.55
$9,568,188.11
$959,257.00
$0.00
($47,962.85)
$0.00
$0.00
$1,179,653.82
$118,286.46
($66,012.49)
($342,101.21)
$0.00
$1,782,926.52
$11,317,034.87

Market Value at July 1, 2016
2017
Gifts Received
Philanthropic Allocation and Bank Fees
Matching Funds
Total Return
Fund Distribution (August 2016)
2017)
Other Transfers
Market Value at June 30, 2017
2018

$9,568,188.11
$540,872.13
$959,257.00
$0.00
($47,962.85)
$0.00
$0.00
$1,179,653.82
$37,194.98
($15,850.00)
($342,101.21)
$0.00
$11,317,034.87
$562,217.11

Fund Distribution (August 2017)
2018)

($403,534.63)
($65,150.22)

Fund Distribution (August 2017)
2018)

($403,534.63)
$0.00

Graduate Fellowships Matching Program Payout Augmentation

5-YEAR HISTORY OF FUND DISTRIBUTION AND MARKET VALUE
DISTRIBUTION
FUNDDISTRIBUTION
FUND
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

$16,800.00

5-YEAR HISTORY OF FUND DISTRIBUTION AND MARKET VALUE
DISTRIBUTION
FUNDDISTRIBUTION
FUND
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

$173.5
$61.7

$223.2
$63.9

$277.9
$65.7

$342.1
$66.0

$5,993.5
$1,740.3

$7,844.9
$1,732.0

$8,945.5
$1,609.5

$9,568.2
$1,730.7

$11,317.0
$1,782.9

$137.2
$14.1

$173.5
$15.4

$223.2
$15.9

$277.9
$14.8

$342.1
$15.8

$5,993.5
$530.5

$7,844.9
$531.4

$8,945.5
$497.5

$9,568.2
$540.9

$11,317.0
$562.2

MARKETVALUE
VALUEAT
ATJUNE
JUNE30
30
MARKET
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

$137.2
$86.1

MARKETVALUE
VALUEAT
ATJUNE
JUNE30
30
MARKET
(dollarsininthousands)
thousands)
(dollars

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

2012-13
2013-14

2014-15
2013-14

2015-16
2014-15

2015-16
2016-17

2016-17
2017-18

1 - 9999999001
1 - 5873 - 1-

16 - 9999999916
60 - 949325 -
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The UC Berkeley Foundation
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2017-18

Endowed assets gifted to the UC Berkeley Foundation are managed by the Berkeley
Endowment Management Company (BEMCO). The following pages provide data and insights
on the endowment’s performance and approach from BEMCO President and Chief Investment
Officer David McAuliffe.
INTRODUCTION
The Berkeley Endowment Management Company, a nonprofit subsidiary of the UC Berkeley
Foundation (the Foundation), manages the investment of endowment funds given in support of
Berkeley. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 2018, the Foundation’s general endowment pool (GEP)
posted results of 8.4%, with assets growing to $1.94 billion. BEMCO’s efforts resulted in payout
distribution of $63.6 million to the campus. Since BEMCO’s inception, it has provided Berkeley with
over $460 million in cumulative support.
BEMCO focuses on delivering strong, long-term performance and high-quality stewardship of the
Foundation’s endowment funds. Our long-term perspective enables close alignment with a shared
objective: that the institution is well-supported to serve the current generation and countless

HISTORICAL REALIZED GIFT INFLOWS
TO FOUNDATION ENDOWMENT
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generations to come.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW

ASSET ALLOCATION AND PORTFOLIO
POSITIONING
Fiscal year 2018 was an eventful year for BEMCO.
Multiple changes in asset allocation, forward
investment strategy, and team design were
initiated. We believe these developments will
position the endowment to best capitalize on
strategic advantages and market opportunities.
Though these strategies will take time to bear
fruit, they will help ensure a solid foundation for
generating strong results over time.
Our mandate is to preserve and grow the
endowment while providing annual support to
the campus. Considering the return threshold
necessary to fulfill this mandate, it is imperative
that BEMCO maintains a long-term horizon. This
generates multiple biases in our investment
approach, including a structural commitment
to equity and growth, a willingness to invest in
illiquid and less efficient market strategies, and a
tolerance for near-term volatility.
MANAGED ENDOWMENT FUNDS BY ASSET ALLOCATION
(AS OF JUNE 30, 2018)

Fixed Income & Cash 14%

Developed Markets
Equity 41%

Absolute
Return 16%

Opportunistic 5%
Real Assets 9%
Private Equity 9%

Emerging Markets
Equity 6%

Notwithstanding relatively high valuations,
particularly in US equities, fiscal year 2018 began
with a positive tone. Equities, led by emerging
markets, showed strength. Real assets were
positive. World economies appeared to be in
synchronized expansion, with strong earnings
outlooks and continued low volatility. Inflation
signals remained benign, and central banks
maintained low interest rates. After a strong start
to the calendar year, conditions shifted markedly.
Uncertainty began to rise with budding evidence
of inflation, higher bond yields, trade protectionism,
regulatory concerns in the technology sector, and
softening global macro-economic data. Despite
earnings strength, equities went through a period
of negative performance. Credit spreads widened,
US Treasury assets weakened, and volatility
increased. The market began to focus on China’s
economic slowdown and structural shifts, trade
tensions, and weaker economic data out of Europe
and Japan, as well as numerous other global
tensions. Yield curves continued to flatten in major
economies. As the year ended, emerging market
equity began to underperform – after a multi-year
period of out-performance – exacerbated by US
dollar strength and the change in sentiment around
emerging market macro-economic and political
stability. Despite these growing uncertainties and
global risks, developed equity markets ended
the fiscal year on a positive note, due to strong
corporate and macro-economic fundamentals
in the US. Capital market and real economy
interactions provided daily reminders of complexity.
BEMCO PERFORMANCE
BEMCO’s fiscal year-end results were +8.4%,
underperforming broad equity markets and the
current policy benchmark. This was driven in part
by more conservative portfolio positioning – an
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investment posture that has been consistently
maintained. BEMCO’s performance for the fiscal
year was led by strong returns in the private equity
portfolio (+18%), which has had a relatively modest
allocation but has room to grow. Developed
equities were up +11.8%, in line with the broader
global equity market. Real assets kept up with
global equities, delivering solid returns of +11.4%.
Fixed income was flattish but positive for the
year, in what was generally a difficult year for
fixed income in the early stages of a rising rate
environment.

generally offering strong value. Our challenge is to
navigate the near-term dynamics prudently, while
recognizing that the long-term strategic objective
is to weather short-term bouts of volatility, seek
out value, and position the endowment to benefit
from growth, innovation, and market inefficiencies.
To do this, we need to focus on rigorous analysis,
constant re-evaluation, a global perspective,
primary research, and an emphasis on cultivating
relationships with exceptional investors aligned
with Berkeley’s values. Our biggest advantage will
be in maximizing our institutional edge and our
strong constituent support for taking the long view.
There will inevitably be volatility along the way, but
in this, the seeds of many opportunities.

While BEMCO strives to deliver excellent
performance in every year, we are not constructing
the portfolio or selecting manager strategies
based on one-year time horizons. Over the
medium- and long-term, we expect to generate
strong, differentiated returns.

BEMCO has undergone an energizing period
of substantial change. Personnel changes, new
processes, and new approaches have been
instituted. BEMCO is developing a new strategic
asset allocation policy, including new benchmarks
that will best reflect these policy targets. This work
should conclude during fiscal year 2019, and we
look forward to sharing the results, which will set
the course for many years to come. Much more
is yet to be done, all with the goal of delivering
excellent results that are on par with the truly
exceptional institution on whose behalf we work.

LOOKING FORWARD
The new fiscal year and beyond bring some nearterm challenges. We are in the midst of monetary
policy tightening, a strengthening US dollar, a
slowing China, trade tensions, and multiple geopolitical hotspots – introducing uncertainty and
instability. In the US, equity valuations are not

AVERAGE ANNUALIZED INVESTMENT RESULTS AS OF JUNE 30, 2018 VS BENCHMARKS
10 Year

7 Year

5 Year

3 Year

1 Year

Portfolio
Policy Benchmark 1
Value Added

5.4%
5.9%
(0.5%)

6.9%
7.3%
(0.5%)

7.5%
8.4%
(0.9%)

6.3%
7.3%
(1.0%)

8.4%
9.0%
(0.6%)

70% / 30% 2

5.5%
(0.1%)

6.6%
0.3%

7.4%
0.1%

6.4%
(0.1%)

7.5%
0.9%

82.5% MSCI All Countries World Index & 17.5% Barclays Capital Treasury Bond Index
70% MSCI All Countries World Index & 30% Barclays Capital Treasury Bond Index

1

2

BERKELEY ENDOWMENT MANAGED BY THE UC BERKELEY FOUNDATION

Market Value ($ thousands)
Annual Return on Investment

6/30/18

6/30/17

6/30/16

6/30/15

$1,944,306

$1,795,439

$1,586,686

$1,618,404

$1,543,367

6/30/14

8.4%

13.1%

-2.3%

3.8%

15.2%

UC BERKELEY FOUNDATION AGGREGATE PAYOUT

Annual Declared Payout
Rate

2017–18

Actual Aggregate Payout
($ thousands)

AUG–18

FY18

FY17

FY16

FY15

$63,638

$62,216

$57,467

$52,011

$46,358

4.10%

2016–17

4.25%

2015–16

2014–15

4.25%

4.25%

Please refer to the enclosed “Your Guide to Berkeley’s Endowment 2017–18” for more information.
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For additional information regarding the management of Berkeley’s endowment, please visit
www.berkeleyendowment.org or refer to the Annual Endowment Report, published by the Office
of the Chief Investment Officer of the Regents. It is located online at www.ucop.edu/investment-office.

2013–14

4.25%
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University of California Regents
ENDOWMENT RETURNS

The following pages provide data and insights on the endowment’s performance based on information presented at the
University of California Board of Regents’ Investment Subcommittee meeting of September 25, 2018.
The Office of the Chief Investment Officer of the Regents manages a portion of Berkeley’s
endowment, as well as portions of the endowments of other University of California (UC) campuses,
the UC System’s retirement pool, and short-term investment pools. Over the past four years, the assets
under management have grown substantially, from $90.6 billion in 2014 to $109.8 billion in 2017, and
$118.7 billion as of June, 30, 2018.
Over the last three years, the Office has made changes in team structure and approach to asset
management. It has empowered people and built a culture of accountability, created stronger
relationships with sponsors and stakeholders, and organized a research and development team. The
Office has changed its focus toward being more product-centric, solution-oriented, and agile when it
comes to risk management. By doing fewer, simpler things, it has been able to balance efficiency and
stability with innovation and creativity.

AVERAGE ANNUALIZED INVESTMENT RESULTS AS OF JUNE 30, 2018

8.9%

8.8%

8.5%

7.7%
6.5%

6.4%
5.6%

6.2%

UC Regents GEP Returns
Policy Benchmark

10 Year

5 Year

3 Year

1 Year

Regents returns are net of both external fees and internal expenses.

continued

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
The endowment investment portfolio returned
8.9% for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2018. This
raised its total asset value (across all UC campuses)
to $12.3 billion, from $10.8 billion at the same time
last year. Private equity led the growth, as the asset
class returned 22.7% for the portfolio, surpassing
its benchmark of 16.3%, followed by public equities,
which returned 11.5% and almost reached its
benchmark of 11.6%.
The Office continues to drastically reduce the number
of active managers as it focuses more on products.
The industry standard is $1.1 billion per investment
professional, and it is operating at $4.5 billion per
investment professional. It now has 100 active
partners, compared to 238 in 2014 and 153 at this
time last year.
In terms of private equity, the Office has been building
its co-investment program, which allows the UC to
participate as a minority investor in potentially highly
profitable investments. As part of this strategy, staff
have begun building new platforms including Risk 3.0
and UC Ventures. Risk 3.0 offers a new approach to
risk management that looks at the question of what
happens after an event that puts a portfolio at risk.
It builds off of traditional value-at-risk modeling that

focuses on historical data as well as stress tests. The
private equity portfolio also focused on UC Ventures,
first announced in 2014, which was designed to be
a venture capital program seeded with up to a $250
million commitment that pursues investments in UC
research-fueled enterprises. In addition, the private
equity portfolio strategy of making larger investments
continued, reducing the number of managers from 79
to 49, and thereby lowering fees.
The real estate portfolio had success with industrial
assets. In addition, investments in single-family
housing delivered high returns. The public equity
portfolio had flat gains, performing best in emerging
markets. Finally, the work to transition real assets
away from a mostly natural resources-oriented
portfolio to infrastructure and opportunistic investment
in energy efficient developments continued.

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
The Office plans to continue developing passive
strategies for the public equity portfolio, harnessing
technology to develop quantitative investment
tools and, possibly, mitigating risk with market
neutral holdings. The investment staff also plans to
increase the size of co-investments, particularly in
private equity and real estate, and reduce portfolio

MANAGED ENDOWMENT FUNDS BY ASSET ALLOCATION (AS OF JUNE 30, 2018)
PERCENTAGE
		

Public Equity
Liquidity
Other Investments

41.8%
21.0%
37.2%

OVER/UNDERWEIGHT
RELATIVE TO POLICY

POLICY
WEIGHT

0.8%
3.0%
-3.8%

41.0%
18.0%
41.0%
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exposure to fossil fuels, aiming for a carbon-neutral
real asset portfolio by reducing oil and gas assets and
increasing infrastructure investment. Staff members
also plan to increase the average commitment size
to real estate and real asset managers in order to
reduce the number of managers.
The office has also been striving to go more global
with its investments, and has been seeking and
developing opportunities in India and China.

take advantage of opportunities as they arise. The
changes being made are in their infancy, and the
staff is looking at a ten-year horizon for its work
to bear fruit.
At the same time, the Office is keeping its eye on
the low volatility environment. It is believed that the
appearance of the low risk environment is ephemeral.
As volatility stays low, more and more people are
willing to lever to move up the risk curve and take up
riskier positions, which requires last-minute agility if
and when the markets revert.

LOOKING FORWARD
As always, the Office is committed to making sure
that all campuses, including Berkeley, have what they
need to ensure equality and access.

The Office continues to keep a strong focus on the
long term. The goal is to meet or beat benchmarks,
and be conservative and defensive in the way that is
achieved, while also having enough liquid assets to

BERKELEY ENDOWMENT MANAGED BY THE UC REGENTS

Market Value ($ thousands)
Annual Return on Investment

6/30/18

6/30/17

6/30/16

6/30/15

6/30/14

$2,639,546

$2,502,979

$2,250,329

$2,427,046

$2,370,049

8.9%

14.9%

-3.4%

7.2%

18.7%

2014–15

2013–14

UC REGENTS AGGREGATE PAYOUT
2017–18

Annual Declared Payout Rate

4.75%
FY18

Actual Aggregate Payout
($ thousands)

$90,636

2016–17

4.75%
FY17

$85,567

2015–16

4.75%
FY16

$83,357

4.75%

4.75%

FY15

FY14

$79,554

$76,494

Payout is net of the endowment cost-recovery fee, which is 55 basis points, making the payout rate 4.20%.
Please refer to the enclosed “Your Guide to Berkeley’s Endowment 2017–18” for more information.
For additional information regarding the management of Berkeley’s endowment, please visit
invest.universityofcalifornia.edu or refer to the Annual Endowment Report, published by the
Office of the Chief Investment Officer of the Regents. It is located online at
www.ucop.edu/investment-office.
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